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"BRITAIN SHALL NOT BURN"

"Britain shall not burn", an exhibition showing how to fight the fire-bomb, will

be held at Charing Cross Underground Station Exhibition Hall from November 5 until

the end of the month. It is being produced by the Ministry of Information for the

Ministry of Home Security and will be opened at noon on Wednesday by Hiss Ellen

Wilkinson, M.P., Joint Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Home Security.
The Ministry of Information will be represented by its Parliamentary Secretary,
Hr, Ernest Thurtle, M.P.

The exhibition, which will be open daily from 9.30 a.m. until 8
p.m., is designed

to stimulate the development of the Fire Guard Organization (now a national force

linked to the Warden’s Service with its own officers and N.C.Os.) and to foster

esprit de corps.

The opening words of the script are; "The Most Modern Army in Europe - foundedin

194 1", and the exhibition describes how the army is organised and trained. Tactics

and, strategy are explained by models, diagrams, photographs and text; instructions

to the Fire Guard are graphically illustrated and the organisation of the National

Fire Service is described.

Sectioned fire bombs are shown, other exhibits explain how they explode and bombs

in various stages of combustion are displayed. Fire-bomb Fritz appears for the first

time in a three dimensional form.

The General Campaign.

The exhibition is an important part of the Ministry of Home Security’s campaign
for fire prevention. Extensive press advertising, wide distribution of posters of

Fire-bomb Fritz, and the series of broadcasts entitled "Five Minutes for Fire

Guards", which is continuing every evening for the next throe weeks, all hammer,

home the importance of organisation, training and tactics. A film is in preparation

on the organisation and training of fire parties, and another - a humourous one - on

how to treat an incendiary bomb with respect.

London’s First Blank-out Exhibition

Special illumination has been arranged for the exhibition so that at black-out

time the main lighting can be extinguished while local shaded lights make it still

possible for the public to view the exhibition on their way home from work.

Fire Fighting demonstrations and the "Smoke-Crawl"

The City of Westminster A.R.P. Department are co-operating by giving
demonstrations of the control of incendiary bombs in the open with sand-mats and

sandbags, stirrup pump drill, and how to put out incendiary bombs and fires in a

metal hut representing a furnished room. There will also be a "Smoke Crawl" and the

public will be shown the best way to go through it.

These demonstrations will be given in the forecourt of the Forum Cinema,

Villiers Street, adjoining the exhibition, at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. daily (except

Sundays). Westminster wardens will also be on duty at the exhibition itself to

answer technical questions.

The exhibition has been designed and produced by the Ministry of Information

Exhibitions Branch, Collaborating designer Peter A. Ray; text by Robert Sinclair.
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